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 M U S I C

" "STUNNING . . .CONF IDENT . . .TAKES  YOU  TO  ANOTHER

PLACE "  BBC  RADIO  WEST  MIDLANDS

DIST INCT  VOCAL  TONE  WHICH  CAPT IVATES

AUDIENCES  ENJOY ING  BLUES ,  FOLK ,  AND  SOUL  WIH  A

HINT  OF  REGGAEE  AND  PUNK !  

P R E S S  R E L E A S E

"TRULY  POWERFUL "  SONGWALL  

U S E F U L
L I N K S / C O N T A C T
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FOR  BOOKINGS  &  FURTHER  INFO

CONTACT :

AMBAMARIE 1@GOOGLEMAIL .COM

WHO  AM  I

Anne-Marie is a Birmingham-based singer-songwriter with a

distinct vocal tone , authenticity and audience connection that

is rarely seen in emerging artists . Her addictive hooks , melodies

and sing-along original songs tell stories of freedom ,

capitalism , and human connection . Anne-Marie 's unique

musical style does not confine itself to one specific genre .

Anne-Marie 's lyrics are honest about the human condition , yet

her music is juxtaposed with an upbeat vibe ! 

Anne-Marie 's debut EP "Intuition" was released in May 2018 ,

presenting a fresh new tone to the original live music scene .

Her track “Zombie Paradise” was added to the Brum radio A list

in April 2018 and was also selected to be played as part of the

up and coming artists promotion for unsigned artists on Nova

Radio station .

Following the success of "Zombie Paradise" this track in addition to

her track "Vibe Attracts a Tribe", was instantly selected by BBC

Introducing and for two consecutive weeks on BBC Radio West

Midlands . Anne-Marie 's third BBC radio play was the title track for her

EP "Intuition" in which BBC described the track as

"Stunning . . .confident , and a lovely maturing sound that . . .takes you to

another place ." Since then Anne-Marie has continued to make her

mark on the European live music scene touring the UK , Perth and

Berlin from 2019 onwards .

Anne-Marie 's latest song release in 2021 was a collaboration backed

by Songwall in response to COVID19 . Songwall supported  Anne-Marie

to co-write and release her first international song ‘Light-Up . . Backed

by the Korean Government , this project promotesd collaboration for

content creation between Korean and UK project partners . The songs

contains the meaning “Recovering the direction of life and self and

overcoming them together in days when many things are being lost

due to the sudden spread of Corona 19 .”

"POWERFUL  SONGWRIT ING  TALENT "

WE  PLUG  GOOD  MUSIC  


